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We kicked off the year with a new campaign to raise funds to educate three children from the slums. We 
encouraged people to be charitable and do something that impacts lives in 2015.!

A Fresh Start 



Our first online donation campaign aimed to educate 3 children living in the slums. With momentum from Maria’s 
upcoming challenge, we managed to raise £2,942.!

New Year New Hope 
Raised: AED 16,000 



With Maria’s December award-winning challenge and upcoming 7711, we started to build buzz and got a 
significant increase in fans and followers who were closely watching her progress and supporting with donations.!

Leveraging Maria’s Challenges 



This year, we are also planning on creating merchandise that we can use to raise funds with. We started an 
exclusive concept in UAE that has never done before, where people registered for a virtual race. Once it is done 
participants informed us of their finishing time and we sent them the medals by post.!

Race For A Face 
Raised: AED 6,000 



We even started creating exclusive t-shirts for sale however we have not started actively promoting or !
selling them.!

MCF Merchandise 



Dubai Taxi Spot 
Value: AED 343,000 

Dubai Taxi Media offered to give us a spot on Dubai Taxi’s this month. We created an exclusive promotion for the 
same.!



#Educate35 



#Educate35 



#Educate35 



We followed Maria from Day 1 on her challenge and kept our followers updated. We received immense support 
and encouragement, especially from runners who met Maria on races and her co-participants.!

The 7711 Challenge 
Raised: AED 89,000 



Promotional 
Highlights 



Our Supporters 
Maria was supported by Saul Keens on the challenge 

"Almost 6 years ago whilst recovering from ‘another’ 
broken leg, doctors told me never to take up running, they 
told me that the stress would be too much for the several 
healed fractures, metal etc in my ankles." Today Saul 
Keens has completed the Triple 7 Quest! !
!
What was his inspiration? "When the doctors told me 
never to run I had no problem with that whatsoever, to be 
honest I didn’t really need an excuse not to run at the 
time, however last year in March I started running. This 
was mainly due to the inspiration I gained from Maria 
Conceicao while assisting her on other running 
challenges.!
!
My old injuries can be very painful at times but usually 
only for short periods of time. The idea of joining this 
challenge was to do as much as I could while I can, who 
knows, maybe in 1 or 2 years I won’t be able to run?" Saul 
has not only helped raise funds for MCF but constantly 
supports the foundation by raising awareness and 
volunteering his time for the cause. !



Our Supporters 
Maria was supported by Rosa Areosa on the challenge 

Originally from South Africa and of Portuguese heritage, 
although now a home executive, Rosa gets great 
pleasure, with exemplary commitment and has a special 
manner with and passion for children, having spent 10 
odd years, teaching them to play. !
!
“Give a child a chance, make them believe in themselves, 
through support give them quality time and they will have 
the courage to tackle life and often succeed with being 
happy in the process”. !
!
Rosa, an inspiring lady for all of us, was a part of the 
Triple 7 Quest. Through the challenge she helped raise 
funds for children studying at Ma Haad School!!
!
 Thank you Rosa!!



Our Supporters 
Maria was supported by Laura on the challenge 

RAISED	  
AED	  

27,250	  

“Over the years, I have met some 
beautiful souls who push 
themselves to help improve lives 
of other people. One of them is 
Laura.!
!
She was part of the 777 challenge 
and made a generous contribution 
of $7,450 towards our campaign 
to educate underprivileged 
children living in the slums.”!



Our Supporters 
Maria was supported by Lorena Puica on the challenge 

RAISED	  
AED	  

56,000	  

“Heartfelt thank you to Lorena! "She was one of the 
runners from the Triple 7 Quest who supported MCF and 
helped raise funds for our children in Dhaka! !
!
Everyone dreams of making a difference but very few step 
forward and take action. Lorena is one of those people 
who took the initiative herself and her efforts have left a 
lasting impression in our children's lives!”!



#Heartnothype 



Wings For Life World Run 



What’s coming? 


